No other company offers arborists such a comprehensive program of insurance protection. Which is why no other program has earned the endorsement of the National Arborist Association. Through this cost-effective plan, you can get insurance that's specifically designed to meet the needs of arborists. It covers herbicide and pesticide applications. Worker's compensation and liability claims. Property and commercial auto losses. And much more. So why run around trying to piece together your insurance plan? Simply call or have your agent call us at 1-800-533-7824.

No One's Better Prepared for Tomorrow

ITT HARTFORD
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CARLTON MODELS 3500 AND 6500 offer economical solutions to your stump cutter needs. These affordable machines couple the ruggedness of a Carlton with field-proven Wisconsin gasoline engines. Carlton machines are an unmatched value, offering a quick return on your investment and the solid construction to make them one of your best profit centers.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION: 800-243-9335

J.P. CARLTON COMPANY DIV. D.A.F., INC.
121 JOHN DODD ROAD · SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA 29303
800-243-9335 · 803-578-9335 · FAX 803-578-0210

COMPETITIVE FINANCING AVAILABLE
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The foundation of a successful tree care company, or of any service business for that matter, is excellent service. Your ability to provide quality service dictates how much money customers will spend with you, how loyal they will be and what they tell friends and neighbors about your firm.

How do you measure success? In my opinion, it is important to accept and embrace the idea that your customer is ultimately the judge of your success. David Dickson, president of Swingle Tree Company in Denver, says it more eloquently than I. The following is excerpted from his column in a recent customer newsletter.

"When you call with a complaint, I am the first to know and I always follow up with the appropriate department manager to make sure that the problem has been resolved."

Because your satisfaction matters...
The start of a new year is always a good time for a company to assess how it does business and how it can improve its service. For months, we have been reviewing all of our procedures, keeping those that work, and changing the rest.

One of the new changes is instituting a system that monitors customer satisfaction. With all the other landscape-care companies in Denver, we realize you have a choice, and we want to do everything possible to earn your trust, insure your satisfaction, and retain you as a customer.

If you ever have a problem with any of our services or people, you are always free to call me directly. If you don't tell us that you are unhappy, we can't correct the problem. When you call with a complaint, I am the first to know and I always follow up with the appropriate department manager to make sure that the problem has been resolved. The manager has a short period of time to settle the problem ... or he or she must contribute $10.00 to the office breakfast fund (not a fine, but extremely effective). We strive to be the best, but that's a judgement only our customers can make. You will find that this newsletter—and all our employees' efforts—are centered around that philosophy.

As the busy season approaches for many of you, I urge you to keep Swingle's philosophy in mind. Here at NAA, we will do the same, because we too are in a service business. You are our valuable customer, and we welcome your ideas on how we can better serve you.

Robert Felix, Publisher
Face it, when it comes to your trucks, the less you have to think about them the better. You need them up and running. And you need them to last.

That's why you need an International® truck with a fully-electronic International engine. We took our legendary DT engine and added electronics. And the result is an engine with proven durability that's truly hassle-free. It's remarkably fuel efficient, too. And requires less maintenance than mechanical engines.

And for the third year in a row, customers surveyed by J.D. Power and Associates have ranked International best conventional medium-duty truck in customer satisfaction.*

To find out more about how to prune your operating costs, see your International dealer or call us at 1-800-962-0119, ext. 163.

* Tied for best in customer satisfaction for Product for 1995. Best in customer satisfaction for Product and Service for 1993 & 1994. J.D. Power and Associates 1993, 1994 & 1995 Medium-Duty Truck Customer Satisfaction Studies. Conventional Medium-Duty Truck defined as Gross Vehicle Weight Class 5, 6 or 7 truck in which the driver's compartment and controls are located at the rear of a hood-enclosed power plant or are located partially over the rear of the power plant.
Pruning and the Symplast
By Dr. Alex Shigo

As trees age, the amount and frequency of pruning change with them. One of the nation's foremost experts goes beyond "how" to discuss "how much."

Urban Storm Damage
By Peter Gerstenberger

Don't lurch from one crisis response to another. Prepare for the next natural disaster now.

A Healthier Work Force
By Stephen W. Campbell
Reduce workers' compensation costs by following these eight steps to return injured employees to work.
INTRODUCING THE MOST PRODUCTIVE HAND-FED CHIPPER ON THE MARKET

...THE NEW BANDIT

MODEL 280XP

THE NEW BANDIT MODEL 280XP, AN 18" DIAMETER CAPACITY, HYDRAULIC-FEED, DISC-STYLE CHIPPER WITH:

- Powerful whole tree chipper-style feed system that is almost impossible to hang-up
- New longer-lasting knives (3 to 4 times the knife life) compared to competitive brush chipper knives
- Enormous chipper opening - 18" x 20-1/2"
- Superior power, efficiency, smooth-feeding action, quality chips, and chip loading capabilities. Features you expect from a Bandit chipper

THE SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE OF THE 280XP IS MAKING SOME PEOPLE UNEASY

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BANDIT DEALER OR GIVE US A CALL (800) 952-0178 OR (517) 561-2270 FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION:

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, MI 49340 PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (517) 561-2270 • FAX: (517) 561-2273
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A Professional

By Dr. Alex L. Shigo

Tree pruning is a two-part treatment that demands a specialized knowledge of collars and dose. Knowing how to remove a branch without injuring the tree requires an understanding of branch anatomy and defense boundaries, whereas knowing how many leaf-bearing branches can be removed without injuring the tree requires an understanding of the symplast and the second law of energy flow.

Energy flow, cash flow

I asked a physicist friend recently what natural law he thought was the most important to sustain life. Without hesitation, he said it had to be the Second Law of Thermodynamics or energy flow, which states that no system will remain orderly, or survive, unless it receives a continuous supply of energy.

Next, I asked a business friend what law he thought was most important in business. Just as quickly, he replied "cash flow." He stated that a successful entrepreneur needs to know how to get money, what to do with it, and when and how to let it go. He added that cash-flow problems are central to most business failures in big and small companies alike.

We expect doctors, mechanics and others who call themselves professionals to understand the parts and processes of their business. We should demand no less from arborists. Below are some very brief comments that will make arborists more aware of a few neglected but essential parts and processes for correct tree pruning. I deal with these subjects in greater detail in my books.

Symplast, a living webwork

Two major myths have held back advances in arboriculture: Wood is dead, and decay is not a disease. These myths arose mainly from the lack of understanding of the symplast.

The symplast is the highly ordered, three-dimensional, connected webwork of living protoplasm in trees. It's like a webwork of jelly. The living protoplasm is contained in thin-walled cells called the parenchyma, which have small cell wall openings that act as tunnels where the protoplasm of one cell connects with the protoplasm of adjoining cells.

It is extremely important to remember that the symplast is alive. Energy reserves are stored within the living
I Understands Dose

As trees mature, the ratio of dynamic mass, or symplast, declines from 100 percent to 10-20 percent symplast, mostly as starch and oils. Twigs, branches, trunks and roots all have a symplast, which stores energy reserves. The greater the volume of the symplast, the greater the capacity to store energy reserves.

The symplast is very fragile and requires a rigid framework, the apoplast, to hold it in place.

The apoplast, on the other hand, is a dead framework. It is a highly ordered connection of dead cells and cell parts that act as a tough framework for the symplast. The apoplast stores water, mostly as bound water, which, unlike free water, is chemically bound to cellulose and does not flow. A unique feature of trees is that living and dead cells are connected in ways that support the heavy, woody framework while maintaining the biological processes essential for life. Wood is a highly ordered arrangement of living, dying and dead cells that have walls of cellulose, hemicelluloses, lignin.

So, how does this all affect tree pruning? Removing living branches, stems or roots from trees reduces the volume of symplast. Since energy reserves are stored in the symplast, the energy reserves of the trees are reduced.

For the living processes of the tree, there is a great difference between killing and dying—even though the end result is the same. As a branch dies, mobile materials such as nitrogenous substances have a chance to move back into the still-living tissues. When a living branch is suddenly removed, all of the nitrogenous substances are lost.

Dynamic and static mass

Young trees contain living cells throughout, and the wood is said to be 100 percent dynamic mass. In fact, the definition of a young tree is one that is 100 percent dynamic mass. Significant amounts of the symplast may be removed from a young tree without seriously disrupting the workings of the Second Law, since enough energy remains to keep the parts and processes of the tree system orderly.

As trees grow and mature, however, the inner and oldest living cells begin to die, and nitrogenous substances move outward toward the cambial zone into the still-living cells. When cells die near the inner margins of the symplast, the dead material is called the protection wood. Heartwood is one type of protection wood. Sapwood is wood that has a symplast. Protection is a static feature, whereas defense is a dynamic process. The symplast in the sapwood maintains a defense potential, because it contains living cells. Protection wood has very little or no nitrogen or energy reserves. Materials called extractives might also impregnate the dead cells.

As the volume of protection wood increases, the ratio of dynamic mass (symplast in sapwood) to static mass (protection wood with all dead cells) changes. Because the ratios are changing, the amount of symplast lost by removing living branches is also changing.

As trees grow and age, the demands of the Second Law become more pronounced. When wounds are inflicted and compartmentalized, the volume of dynamic mass decreases. If over-pruning, flush cuts, topping cuts or repeated deep injections are inflicted, the wood associated with the injuries is also compartmentalized. But again, as dynamic mass is walled off, the capacity to store energy reserves is decreased.

When not enough energy is left for a tree to maintain a strong defense, then pathogens attack. Usually, the roots are first to go, because they depend on leaves and living branches for their energy.

Core-skin hypothesis

By this time, you may be asking where all this information may be found.
Many researchers over a long period have contributed to what Dr. R.C. Hardwick calls the core-skin hypothesis, which states that as new growth increments or "new trees" grow over old increments or "old trees," the "young trees" become "skin" over the aging "core." As trees age, the ratio of "core" to "skin" increases.

Hardwick is must reading for anyone really interested in trees. I have used many of his ideas in my book "Modern Arboriculture," because they are very relevant to many tree treatments, especially fertilization and pruning.

What's the solution?

Generally, as trees get larger and older, the number of living branches you remove should decrease, while the number of dead branches that you should remove will increase. Of course, a branch should be removed any time it becomes a high risk for failure. And remember, always keep wildlife in mind when pruning.

I do not believe it is possible to give magic percentages for dose, or the number of living branches that may be pruned. Also, because of the forms of many trees, it is not possible to state how much should be removed and from where on the trunk. For example, American elms that are vase-shaped are still found in many cities, particularly in Canada. How you prune such a tree would be very different from how you would prune a round mulberry tree in the southwestern United States.

Each tree species has different mature forms and different ratios of dynamic to static mass. The collars on every branch will be different. Once these features are recognized and understood, only then can sound decisions be made about tree pruning.

Think cash flow

Cash flow describes the movement of money within a business. Energy flow means the same for a tree's business of survival. Think of the component parts of a tree and its processes as similar to the workings of your business. You and your people are the symplast. If you are the owner, then you are the cambial zone. Your office and other non-living parts make up the apoplast.

When a tree business is small and young, it is mostly "symplast." As your business grows and ages, you must take care to recognize "dead wood" among employees and non-living things. The faster you discard "dead wood," the healthier your business will be.

A common saying in the corporate world is that the amount of money you make is less important than how much you keep. Indeed, as your business grows, you might find yourself making less money. This is just one argument against uncontrolled growth. Growing bigger and faster, then, does not always make for a healthier company or a healthier tree. In business, constant and careful pruning will maximize profits from limited resources. The same may be said for trees.

Dr. Alex Shigo is a noted authority in the field of arboriculture. An author, lecturer and consultant, he is the owner of Shigo & Trees, Associates
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Deregulation

What it means to you and me

Deregulation (1965): The act or process of removing restrictions and regulations ... Somehow, Webster's definition just doesn’t seem to describe the term. However, the deregulation of America's electric utility industry is clearly affecting the lives of tree care industry employees and customers.

When the topic of deregulation comes up among people who work in, or for, the electric utility industry, you might hear some of these descriptive phrases: increased competition, downsizing, cost cutting, restructuring, strategic mergers. These words can strike fear in the heart of any person—or company—facing the prospect of losing a job or contract. However, as the saying goes, every crisis is also an opportunity.

"We all should understand that with deregulation, there will be turmoil and disruption," says Chris Asplundh, president of Asplundh Tree Experts, the world's largest utility-line clearance company. "We understand this and we must live through it. We must try to be the solution to the problem."

To succeed, those who serve the electric utility industry will have to demonstrate flexibility, innovation, a strong customer service orientation and a relentless drive to become more efficient, productive and cost-effective. The people or companies who adopt these characteristics will be better able to survive the increased competition that comes with deregulation.

A little history and lingo

As with the deregulation of the airline industry and the break up of AT&T, the electric utility industry is being deregulated because the consumers have called for more competition. A free market approach to electric power production and distribution will allow consumers to "shop around" from a variety of power suppliers in the marketplace.

Unfortunately, one result of deregulation of the airline industry has been the bankruptcy of several major carriers. And, in the long-distance telephone service industry, deregulation has generated unparalleled advertising and price wars that are mind-boggling and, frankly, annoying to many consumers. No one wants these things to happen to the utility industry.

For more than 70 years, the utility industry has been subject to state and federal regulations that restricted, as well as protected, its business operations. The move to deregulate the industry began in 1978 with the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act. This law stated that the excess electricity that could be generated by manufacturers who had built their own private power plants could be sold to utilities.
Low Impact Tree Climbing?

By Robert Phillips

As arborists, how we get into trees is of concern. The method one chooses to climb may cause injury to the tree and be physically exhausting. The equipment and techniques available today can lessen these effects.

The most obvious cause of injury is the use of climbing spurs. Spur use should be limited to just removals and emergency aerial rescue from trees. Not only is a gaff puncture harmful to the tree, it can also be serious when the gaff jabs the climber in the back of the leg. The climb line can also be inadvertently pierced by the spur. The angle at which the spur cuts the fibers of the rope can reduce the strength of the rope significantly.

Running the climb line through an unprotected tree crotch to body-thrust climb can cause tree bark injury. On some trees, running a rope over the bark can lead to major dieback or tree structural disorder. Trees with rough bark can cause an incalculable amount of lost rope life.

There are many combinations of climbing techniques and equipment to make the climb easier or less injurious. I continually try new ideas, but I also use a few favorites over and over. Here are a couple of techniques that I use when climbing big and tall trees:

I begin with a weighted canvas throw bag. This is tied to a 3mm Beale throw line about one hundred feet long. The line can be stored in a small canvas pouch and used in the tree. The climber aims for a strong, wide tree crotch. The climb line is then tied to the throw line.

When possible, I run my climb line through a pulley. I sometimes use a separate line to raise and anchor the pulley. One can also place a static, retrievable false crotch with a climbing line set in a pulley. This technique can save the climber a lot of energy when used with a setup that advances the climbing hitch without the use of hands. It makes sixty to eighty foot climbs much safer, easier and less injurious to the tree.

When I have set up as described, my ground person can assist me greatly. The fact that the hitch is tied eliminates potential failure when belayed from the ground.

Remember, to lessen the impact of a falling limb, always climb with a hard hat.
Even though demand and costs fluctuated, utilities were expected to contract to purchase this power. Some utilities have been hurt by these contracts.

Increased competition really came to the industry with the passing of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which allowed "exempt wholesale generators" to generate and sell power at wholesale prices. These new producers can apply to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for access to a utility’s transmission system. FERC, an independent regulatory agency within the Department of Energy, is responsible for setting the rates for transmission of service. The rate is supposed to cover all of the utility’s verifiable costs for transmitting the power, and all qualified power producers must be given open or equal access.

Soon after the Energy Policy Act, a number of independent power producers (IPPs) sprang up in the marketplace. IPPs are not subject to state or federal regulations, but are allowed access to the regulated utility industry’s transmission lines for an established fee. In response, some utilities are setting up subsidiaries to compete with IPPs.

So, competition in the electric utility industry is here and, depending on the rules set forth by each state’s public utilities commission, consumers are starting to purchase their electricity from any number of power producers. These are turbulent times, but one thing remains the same ... trees will continue to grow, despite a deregulated utility industry. The reliability of transmission and distribution systems, whether they are overhead or underground, will still be an important aspect of electrical service. Consumers, large and small, will probably not be willing to sacrifice their current level of reliability to price.

Changing handles takes one tool and one minute.

MAKE IT STRONG. KEEP IT LIGHT.
MAKE IT CUT CLEAN AND FAST AND EASY.
DESIGN IT TO REDUCE WORKER FATIGUE AND INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY.

Give us more cuts per hour, especially during those last hours of long days at the end of the pruning season. Give us a blade that we can replace without taking apart the handles — one that holds its edge, is easy to sharpen and simple to adjust. The handles should never need replacing but, if they do, it should take only seconds and require no special tools.

By the way, make it unbreakable and guarantee it forever.

That’s what you told us it would take to make the perfect vineyard and orchard loppers. So we did it. And then some.

Our new line of aluminum-handled loppers cut so clean, so fast, so easy and are so strong and simple to maintain, that virtually everyone who has tested them says they’re the best loppers they’ve ever used.

The blade cuts with astonishing ease. Long, to reach into tight areas; large, to slice easily through mature vines and branches; the blade is Radial Arc™ ground and clad with a tough, slick, three-layer fluoropolymer that reduces friction to a bare minimum. This blade requires one-third less force than a conventional blade to make the same cut.

The blade is a separate component. Changing it takes one tool and one minute.

The forged hook is designed to draw the material being cut closer to the pivot. This maximizes leverage and minimizes the effort required to make a cut. The hook’s curvature is shallow enough to easily slip between dense, tangled branches and support wires. Yet it is deep enough to hold the branch securely as the cut is being made. The sap groove is deep and wide for improved self-cleaning.

The square-shouldered, right-threaded pivot bolt that enables quick blade change is positioned so that the hook and blade open wide with a minimum of handle movement — in other words, with less effort. And the same coating that makes cutting so easy also self-lubricates the pivot action.

The Santoprene® bumpers, which provide a cushy rebound at the end of each cut, are located low on the tang well clear of the action. Replacing a worn bumper takes only seconds. Tools needed? Your thumb and forefinger.

Our patented new handle design has astonishing strength. The thick-walled aluminum tubing is oval — inherently stronger than round or rectangular stock. That strength is then compounded by an internal wedge of high-density, glass-filled nylon that expands as it is compressed during handle mounting. Even given severe abuse, these handles are almost impossible to break. Given proper use, they’re indestructible.

The hand grips are designed for comfort and durability. They’re thick, to minimize hand fatigue. They’re molded of tough polyethylene and the bottom is extra thick for longer wear when used to drag brush along the ground and into a pile.

Our new aluminum handled loppers come in three models. A 21-inch version with a 1 1/2-inch cutting capacity suitable for vines and shrubs. And 26 and 32-inch models with a 2 1/2-inch cutting capacity for tree pruning.

Like all our professional tools, these loppers come with a lifetime warranty. If they break, we'll fix or replace them. Period.

We’re also backing these tools with a “Fast or Free” parts warranty. If your Corona dealer is out of replacement parts, call us. We’ll have them to you within 48 hours or they’re yours free.

If you try these loppers, we think you’ll agree that they’re perfect, or close to it. So we’re making you this money-back offer. Buy a pair. Prune with them for two weeks. Use 'em and abuse 'em. If you agree they’re the best, buy more. If you don’t, return them to us along with a note telling us what you think would make them better. We’ll refund your purchase price. Fair enough?

For further information, contact your Corona dealer or call us at 1-800-234-2547.
The Secrets of Power Negotiating

Learning to improve your negotiating skills is the highest and best use of your time. Consider this: If you make $50,000 a year, that’s about $25 per hour. When you are negotiating the purchase or sale of something, you’re not making $25 an hour—you’re making $25 a minute, maybe $25 a second. You can’t make money faster than you can when you’re negotiating!

Here are five negotiating gambits that can make thousands of dollars for you in just a few seconds.

Never Jump at the First Offer
Be careful you’re not saying yes too quickly, because this automatically triggers two thoughts in the other people’s minds:

• We could have done better (and next time we will).
• Something must be wrong here. If they are willing to go with a proposal that we didn’t think they’d accept, we better check them out further before we go ahead.

So always go through the process of negotiating, even if the first offer or counteroffer is perfectly acceptable, because you always want the other side to feel that they won in the negotiations. In fact, I’d almost give you that as a definition of a good negotiator. Two people might be negotiating a purchase with the same supplier. Both come away with the same dollar figure, but the Power Negotiator comes away with the supplier feeling they won, and the poor negotiator comes away with the supplier feeling they lost.

Nibbling
You can get things later in the negotiations that you can’t get earlier. Always go back at the end and make a second effort on something that you couldn’t get them to go along with earlier.

However, look out for people Nibbling on you, because there’s a point in the negotiations when you’re very vulnerable, and that point is when you think the negotiations are over. You may be selling a used car, and you’ve finally found the buyer. You’re feeling good that the negotiation went so well, and you got such a good price. The buyer is sitting there writing out the check, and at the last minute he looks up and says, “That does include a full tank of gas,
The Competition is

With **PERKINS** Engines, Balancers are Standard Equipment

Perkins 4.236 and T4.236 are Balanced as Standard Equipment. This Helps Prevent Broken Welds, Radiator, Muffler, Instrument Panel and other Miscellaneous Costly Failures Caused by Excessive Vibration.

Save your money and time for more important things like tree climbing, rollerblading, surfboarding, accounting, and other more balanced activities. Next time you look at the bottom line, Perkins will be the choice.

**The Most Competitive Balanced Diesel Arbor Power!**
From one Arborist to Another...

Our philosophy is a little different at American Arborist Supplies. We come from years of experience working with trees, offering you the benefit of our knowledge and expertise. We understand your needs, and we strive to meet them.

Dick Miller represents his customers and their needs with his 23 years experience in the tree industry. He makes available the professional quality tools that you need for a job well done. Our knowledgeable staff is available by phone or fax to answer your tree-care questions. Free!

Order your free catalog today, and you'll begin to get the picture.

Call 1-800-441-8381 or fax to: 610-430-8560 to place an order, for our free Consultation Service, or for a free catalog, now offering FedEx® delivery to provide you with 2-Business-Day Delivery* anywhere in the continental U.S.

*some restrictions apply. FedEx® Trademark used by permission.
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doesn't it?"

You're at the most vulnerable point in the negotiation, for two reasons. First, you're feeling good because you just made a sale. When you feel good you tend to give things away that you otherwise wouldn't. Secondly, you're thinking, "Oh no, I thought we'd resolved everything. I don't want to have to go back to the start of this thing, renegotiate it, and stand a chance of having them back out. Maybe I'm better off just to give in on this point."

Flinching

It's critical that you learn to react visually, whenever the other side makes a proposal. Assume that they don't think you're going to agree to their proposal, and that they're only throwing it out on the negotiating table to see what your reaction will be.

When the salesman asks you to give him a deposit with the order, he may not think for a moment that you'll go along with that. It's just something he threw out on the negotiating table to see what your reaction would be. And if you don't appear too shocked or surprised, suddenly he's thinking, "Well, that didn't seem to shock them too much, maybe I will get them to give me a deposit. I'm going to hang in and be a tough negotiator."

So prepare to Flinch at the other side's proposal. Slap your cheek, gasp and say,
“You want us to do what?” And you don’t have to be negotiating in person to make this work. Phone Flinches can be very effective too!

Trading Off
Whenever the other side asks you for a small concession, get in the habit of asking for something in return. Let’s say that a customer has special-ordered some equipment, and you’ve just found out there is a delay at the factory. Just as you’re about to call the customer and give him the bad news, the phone rings. It’s the customer calling to see if you could delay the shipment. You have a tendency to say, “Sure, that would work out fine. No problem.”

Don’t do that! Always ask for something in return. Say, “Well, I don’t know. I’ll check with my people and see, but let me ask you this: If we can do that for you, what can you do for me?”

Three things might happen

1. You might just get something, such as them giving you an additional deposit.
2. You’ve now elevated the value of the concession. Why just give something away? You may need it for another Trade Off later. Later you can say, “You know how much trouble we had to go through over that delayed delivery? We did that for you, so don’t hassle me over the final payment check, fair enough?”
3. It stops the grinding away process. This is the most important reason and why you should always do this. If they know that every time they ask you for something, you’ll ask for something in return, it stops them constantly coming back for more.

Position for Easy Acceptance

If you’re dealing with someone who prides himself on his ability to negotiate, there’s a danger the negotiations will deadlock at the last moment. The problem is that the ego of the other person as a negotiator got in the way. You’re talking to a contractor about a change to your building plans and you’re $1,000 dollars apart on the price. You can’t believe that it’s all falling apart when you’re within $1,000. It doesn’t make sense. What’s gone wrong is that the ego of the other person, as a negotiator, is getting in the way. He’s not doing as well as he hoped he would, and he simply doesn’t want to feel that he lost to you as a negotiator.

So you have to make him feel good about giving in to you. Do it with a small concession made just at the last moment. The size of the concession doesn’t matter, because it can be ridiculously small and still be effective. It’s the timing that’s critical.

Learning to improve your negotiating skills is the highest and best use of your time. You can’t make money faster than you can when you’re negotiating to buy or sell something—or for an increase in pay. You could be making thousands of dollars per minute!

Excerpted in part from the new book Roger Dawson’s Secrets of Power Negotiating (Career Press, $21.99). Dawson is one of the country’s top negotiating experts and a leading sales and management speaker. Details: (800) YDAWSON.
What Do You Use in Your Neck of the Woods?

The SATURN unit is the ultimate tree trimmer with a working height of up to 57 feet. Greater overcenter boom actuation provides exceptional reach capacity for improved productivity. Lower boom actuates 138°.

If you are already using a SATURN aerial lift, then you are experiencing the reliability, maneuverability and easy operation that we knew you would expect when our engineers designed it. But we believe that building and designing a good product is just half the job... the rest is quality service. Whether it's helping you make a prudent purchasing decision, getting your equipment delivered to you on time, following up and putting your unit into service, or helping you maintain the machines you use day after day... TECO is always there for you.

Choosing a reliable partner for your business is the best assurance for a solid future. So if you aren't using a SATURN in your neck of the woods... branch out by giving us a call. TECO Sales and Service Centers and Dealers are located nationwide to assist you.

TECO-Birmingham, AL
(205) 987-7534

TECO-Honeybrook, PA
(215) 942-2500

POINTER TO CONSIDER
- Lower boom actuates 138°
- Excellent side reach - 44 feet
- 57 feet of working height
- Boom actuation without chains or cables
- Smooth, easy one hand control
- Quick set-up, saves you time
- SATURNS are in service worldwide
- Economical to own and maintain.

TECO
9733 Indianapolis Road
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46809
(219) 747-1631
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Technical Corrections to Guide

Two corrections in the 8th edition of the "Guide for Plant Appraisal" will appear in the next printing (the 3rd) of the "Guide." Corrections should be noted in the existing first two printings.

**Correction #1.** Refer to page 55, the "compounded cost of maintenance" example on the line which reads: "Years 3-9($20 each year) 8-2 = 222." This should read: "Years 3-9($20 each year) 8-2 = 188."

The "188" is obtained by multiplying "$20" by the figure in Table 8-1 for the interest rate (6%) and the number of years the cost is to be compounded for each of the seven years (8-2). Add these compounded costs to obtain $188.

It may be more clear if the compounded cost of annual maintenance had been shown:

1st year - \$50(1+0.06)10** = $50 x 1.79 = $90; 2nd year - \$30(1+0.06)9 = $30 x 1.69 = $51; 3rd year - \$20(1+0.06)8 = $20 x 1.59 = $32; 4th year - \$20(1+0.06)7 = $20 x 1.50 = $30; 5th year - \$20(1+0.06)6 = $20 x 1.42 = $28; 6th year - \$20(1+0.06)5 = $20 x 1.34 = $27; 7th year - \$20(1+0.06)4 = $20 x 1.26 = $25; 8th year - \$20(1+0.06)3 = $20 x 1.19 = $24; 9th year - \$20(1+0.06)2 = $20 x 1.12 = $22; 10th year - \$20(1+0.06)1 = $20 x 1.06 = $21. Total \$350

* The number of a printing of the "Guide" is often shown on the page indicating the copyright along with other publishing information. The "10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2" on the presently available "Guide" indicates the "Guide" is in its second printing. These numbers are not in the first printing.

** The raised number to the right of the () indicates how many times the number is to be multiplied by itself.

**Correction #2.** This correction should have been made in the 5th edition of the "Guide" published in 1979. It has persisted in each edition since. The last two sentences in the first paragraph on page 74 should read, "If the insurance company provides up to $500 for each plant lost and the property owner had a $100 deductible policy, subtract $100 from $900. Even though the difference is $800, without even considering the value of the lost tree, the property owner would collect only $500.

Richard W. Harris, Chairman
Council of Tree & Landscape Appraisers

WE BUILT THIS BABY ON SOME PRETTY HIGH EXPECTATIONS.

We asked professional arborists like you what you wanted in a top handle saw, and you told us. You wanted a saw that was powerful, but lightweight. Balanced for ease control. And built to run all day.

We responded with the Shindaiwa 357 - the finest top handle saw in its class. Check one out. You'll see it's everything you expected, and more.
The E-Z Beever Model 2400 is one of seven high performance chippers in Morbark's new 2000 Series.

Morbark started a revolution in the early 1980s with the invention of the disc-style brush chipper. We shook the industry again in the early '90s with the invention of the E-Z drum-style chipper. We don't believe the perfect brush chipper has been built yet, but we aim for that goal every day. It must be working, because thousands of customers over the years have turned to Morbark for simple, dependable, heavy duty wood chippers.

We thank you for your past business as we continue making every effort to earn your business now and in the future. With that goal in mind, Morbark is proud to introduce our new 2000 Series of E-Z Beevers. Seven exciting new designs. High performance chippers in every size range to fit every waste wood disposal application and budget. Contact your E-Z Beever dealer or call us toll free at the factory for more information on our new '96 models. Ask for a demonstration. Compare features, performance and production and we believe you'll find the best value where you've always found it... in a Morbark chipper.

EXPECT IT FROM
MORBARK

MORBARK
E-Z Beever Sales P.O. Box 1000 Winn, Michigan 48896 (800) 362-9010
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After the Storm

“In fair weather, prepare for foul”
- Thomas Fuller

When Hurricane Opal made landfall on October 5, 1995, strong winds surged from the coast as far north as Atlanta, where tornado-like “micro-bursts” caused devastation to trees and properties.

Before the wind had calmed and the skies cleared, The Bartlett Tree Expert Company sprang into action. On two days’ notice, Bartlett, which maintains an office in Atlanta with six production personnel, mobilized 30 of its best climbers, grounds people and equipment to help the local office deal with the storm’s aftermath. Organizers anticipated that crews would remain in Atlanta for several days, but it would be a month before they finished.

About 25 percent of their work was in Callaway Gardens, a horticultural organization owned by the Callaway Foundation. Another 12 percent took place in a Civil War cemetery, and the remainder came from existing as well as new residential and commercial clients. According to Bartlett Safety Director Joe Bones, Callaway Gardens and the local office served as the “anchors” for the overall operation.

Despite the enormity of the job and the need for haste, safety was the company’s chief concerns. Bones and other managers shuttled between job sites to conduct daily safety meetings. One crew member was pulled out of production to serve as a roving safety advisor. Crediting the heightened awareness of safety, Bones reports that no incidents marred the operation in the month of cleanup.

While the massive undertaking proceeded smoothly from the standpoint of safety, Bartlett was forced to devise creative solutions to a variety of serious logistical problems.

How do you outfit 24 crew members who fly in with nothing but their climbing
Storm Work

Action Steps

• Maintain control of how and when you will be paid.

• Control work hours to control costs and prevent accidents.

• Concentrate on the work that requires your skills and expertise.

• Prioritize your work: Separate emergencies from urgent needs, and urgent needs from cleanup that can wait. Place existing clients first.

• Communication is key: Place knowledgeable people on the phone to gather reliable information.

• Make sure crews are adequately trained to deal with downed power lines and trees on structures.

• Know where you can find support. Commit to your contractors and vendors. Line up extra help, dump sites, parking, storage, supplies of gas, food, parts, etc.

• Know how you will communicate. Do your office phones work when the power is down?

• Know where and how fast you can obtain extra equipment. Seek pre-qualification to rent or lease.

• Be prepared to respond to the media.

• Warn customers, in writing, about trees likely to be hazardous in a storm. Tell them what your emergency response procedure is, and advise them of what they should do when a storm hits.

• Mitigate the storm’s effect before it occurs by advising clients on corrective pruning, cabling and bracing, and planting “storm-resistant” trees.

• Develop an action plan with municipal, commercial and major residential customers.
Bartlett's crews overcame, and they are
typical of the challenges encountered in
responding to the devastation left in the
wake of a major storm. In addition,
storms don’t always sleep when humans
do, and arborists should be prepared for
the occasional night job.

Steve Pregler, city forester in
Dubuque, Iowa, lists lights and signs as
night-work necessities. Pregler uses spot
or flood lights for work areas, lighted
toolbox, good flashlights, yellow
strobes on work vehicles (some are mag-
netic-mount, temporary lights) and
magnetic-mounted floodlights. In a
pinch, of course, vehicle headlights can
make removing a tree from atop a house
or car much faster and safer. He suggests
that signs should be light-reflective,
highly visible and oversized for night
work. In addition, crews should wear
reflective vests if their duties are likely
to bring them into the street.

Bones reports that his company
learned important lessons from the At-
lan
ta experience, which they
immediately applied to a major storm
cleanup operation in Greensboro, N.C.

“In Atlanta, we mobilized crews in
two days, only to find that we weren’t
fully prepared to deal with what we
found,” relates Bones. “In Greensboro,
we wisely chose to organize a couple
extra days before sending in crews, and
it is paying off. Ultimately, our clients
will end up getting their work done just
as quickly, just as professionally, be-
cause of better planning.”
SPRING IS THE TIME..

TO CONTROL
THE BROADEST SPECTRUM OF
TREE DISEASES.

Coryneum Wilt
Verticillium Wilt

Anthracnose
Oak Wilt
Cedar Branch Canker
Fusarium Moniliforme

Oxford Decline
Elm Wilt

Ceratocystis Canker

Physalospora (Bleeding Canker)

Thielaviopsis Decline
Atropellis Canker
Pine Pitch Canker

Coryneum Canker
Kabrina Branch Canker

Botryosphaeria Branch Canker
Melanconium Dieback

Pestalotia
Verticicladiella

Fungisol

THE TIME PROVEN
MICRO-INJECTION SYSTEM

Mauget
2810 N. FIGUEROA ST. LOS ANGELES, CA 90065
1-800-TREES-Rx
1-800-873-3779
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Allegiances with local companies are absolutely necessary for the success and profitability of any major operation. In Atlanta, much of the cleanup involved large, wind-thrown trees, and a crane was essential. Bones stresses that lining up the right equipment can be critical. “Commit to the crane well beforehand, for a specified amount of time,” he advises. Similarly, the tree company should hammer out firm commitments from other contractors and vendors such as arborist supply companies, truck dealers and financing companies.

Bartlett developed a protocol for dealing with commercial and residential client needs. Existing clients received first priority, but beyond that, jobs were handled in order of urgency. Projects were also charted by geographical location, so crews could be routed efficiently.

Bones offers some words of caution for managers who must decide whether to chip brush. “If the municipality has made provisions to haul away brush left at the curb, then chipping can be a waste of the crews’ time and talent. In Atlanta, for the most part, we found that our chippers sat idle, but circumstances could have just as easily been the opposite.”

Without a plan, a tree care company’s first responses may be slow and disorganized.

First, all life-threatening situations should be given priority. Supervisors should make on-site visits to determine the severity of the damage. Crews should remedy the situation to a point where it is no longer life threatening before proceeding to the next location. Final cleanup should wait until all life-threatening situations are resolved. Second, all major property damage instances should be remedied to a point where the crisis is abated. Again, final cleanup should wait until all life-threatening situations are resolved.

Third, existing clients should receive preferential treatment.

Financial issues

Prices and payment arrangements for storm-related work will vary from the norm.

Fees must reflect the additional costs associated with the work. Expenses such as food, lodging and overtime must be calculated along with the normal costs of operation. Bartlett’s crews were working 10 hours a day, sometimes seven days a week in Atlanta. They “consumed” 1,200 feet of three-quarter-inch, double-braid rope. Bones notes that Bartlett reps will often advise clients to “wait out the storm” for
non-critical work, so they can pay more reasonable rates.

In the confusion and urgency after a storm, tree crews often charge into action after a hastily consummated verbal agreement and a handshake. The potential for misunderstanding and misrepresentation always exists in hurried and stressful situations—an embarrassment that can hurt the client and the tree care company.

Bartlett reps had all their clients sign contracts, a precaution that produced very few disputed bills. In Calloway Gardens, at the insurance company's behest, crews took photos and kept records on every tree, which greatly facilitated payment.

Planning for the next storm

When a disaster strikes, it is almost too late to save valuable shade trees and too late to devise an action plan to maximize service to your customers. It would have been better to protect your client's trees beforehand, including a plan for treatment of damaged trees when a disaster does take place. In the aftermath of a major storm, tree care companies can capitalize on heightened public awareness to inform clients about important ancillary services. Don Blair, noted arborist, author and lecturer, recommends that arborists sell hazard-tree assessment, root-crown excavation and damage-prevention planning to mitigate damage as well as protect the client and the client's property.

The calm before ...

For the commercial arborist considering municipal contracts for post-disaster cleanup, it could be vital that the municipality has the ability to qualify for disaster-relief funding. Assistance is available for emergency work involving clearing trees. For a community to receive any funding for tree-care activities, it must demonstrate a commitment to this resource. One way to demonstrate this dedication is by having a tree ordinance, a community forest management plan or inventory, a staff forester or by having Tree City USA status. To obtain funding, it is important to be prepared.

In order for a community or group to obtain any type of disaster assistance from the Federal Emergency Management Agency, estimates of reimbursable tree damage and the amount of funding allowed will be calculated through a Disaster Survey Report (DSR). In considering the tree resource during a DSR assessment, it is vital that the funding agency recognize a community's commitment to tree management. If a community is not perceived as being committed to managing its tree as a resource, inspectors may not allow tree costs to be covered.

Evidence of such a commitment includes: designation as a Tree City USA community; the existence of a management or maintenance plan; a completed tree inventory; a community forester or arborist on staff; or documents showing previous tree replacement or maintenance after other natural disasters. Speak with municipal officials now so that when a storm strikes, your city or town is ready and qualified to secure disaster relief funding.
The complex insurance protection needs of the nation's 13,000 arborists and tree care specialists now can be met by an expanded insurance program offered through Hartford Specialty, an affiliate in the ITT Hartford Insurance Group.

The program, which is endorsed by the National Arborist Association (NAA), offers hard-to-find features, such as Workers' Compensation and Pesticide and Herbicide Application Coverage.

ITT Hartford's Arborist Program is available through any agent or broker. The program's basic liability package includes business Property, General Liability with limits up to $1 million per occurrence, and Commercial Automobile coverage, with limits up to $1 million per accident.

The form of the pollution coverage offered protects against claims of contamination resulting from the application of approved chemicals. The options include coverage for Property in Transit and Contractor Equipment at the work site. An umbrella of up to $10 million is also available.

Major benefits of the program include centralized underwriting by people knowledgeable about the tree care industry, the expertise of ITT Hartford's loss control experts to help identify and minimize potential problems, and a country-wide staff of claims professionals.

Benefits to NAA members include:
- the longevity and loyalty of ITT Hartford
- existing loss information helps the insurer serve its clients better
- there can be personal loss prevention and control efforts coordinated through the NAA
- there are up-front savings for NAA members who meet training requirements

The ITT Hartford benefits tree care companies in general because:
- their package offers all necessary coverages
- everything is with one carrier, giving the insured greater purchasing power as well as convenience
- the insurer is financially very strong, with comprehensive knowledge of the industry
- the program offers centralized policy issuance and service
- the insurer offers an on-line claims system and trend reporting capability
- the insured can obtain quarterly loss runs
- a personal claims representative contacts new insureds
- workers' compensation coverage is currently available in every state except Tennessee and Maine. The program is unavailable in Hawaii.

For more information about the "new" ITT Hartford property/casualty insurance program, contact Mike Rook or Lorna Verrastro at 203-547-4277.

VERMEER® WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND

Try this on for size. Schedule a free demo of a Vermeer stump cutter, brush chipper or tub grinder, and Vermeer will give you an embroidered jacket, absolutely free.* It's easy. Just call toll-free, and Vermeer will set up a demo with your local dealer at a time and location that's best for you. And if you have any questions about financing, Vermeer is also giving away free advice. All you have to do is call.

1-800-WARMUP1
How Flat A Tax?
By Les Kozaczek

For a while, it seemed as though you couldn’t turn around without bumping into a Republican candidate for president itching to tell you about his flat tax proposal. For good or for bad, abolishing today’s convoluted and, some say, unfair and much-abused tax code and replacing it with a purportedly “simpler” flat tax has fired the public’s imagination.

A flat tax, as argued by the politicians, is a single tax rate that is collected on everybody’s personal adjusted gross income above a certain level. The finer points—whether unearned income, capital gains tax, or mortgage interest deductions should be allowed, for instance—depend upon the different forms the tax can take. The loss of mortgage interest deductions could spell disaster for small business owners who have used home equity loans to finance equipment and other capital purchases.

Not surprisingly, the politicians have followed the scent of public opinion. “One way to get people’s attention as you travel across the country is to talk about an entirely new tax system and getting rid of the IRS as we know it,” noted Presidential candidate Bob Dole, R-Kan., during a hectic primary season. Despite what sounds like fighting talk, Dole is lukewarm in his endorsement of a “flatter” tax. That made him the GOP’s odd man out: the other candidates argue not over if the country needs a flat tax, but, rather, what kind of flat tax would work best. In January, The National Commission on Economic Growth and Tax Reform, chaired by former Housing Secretary Jack Kemp, recommended dumping the current tax code for a flat tax of less than 20 percent. The current rate ranges from 15-39.6 percent.

This report was good news to proponents, who say a flat tax would eliminate the “distorting” effect of current tax preferences and the multiple taxation of income from capital investment. Also, advocates say a flat tax would benefit lower income taxpayers who are less likely than those with higher income to take advantage of the current code. Finally, a flat tax as proposed by some would slash and burn the administrative and legal jungle into which even some IRS professionals fear to venture.

Other experts, however, were less than thrilled. “If a flat tax is enacted without a firm grasp of the goal, you’ll rapidly end up with a system that’s just as complicated as the one we have now,” says David Bradford, an economist at Princeton University. Bradford warns that a flat tax may have to be as high as 24 or 30 percent to accommodate popular deductions and to collect roughly as much as the current income tax system.

Judge for yourself. Here’s a small selection of flat tax proposals still on the table.

Kemp’s Commission: A single tax rate of less than 20 percent with a generous but unspecified personal exemption to reduce or eliminate taxes for low-income Americans; elimination of capital gains, dividends and estate taxes; continued tax deductibility of mortgage interest and charitable donations; the deductions for individuals of Social Security and Medicare payroll taxes.

Steve Forbes: A single rate of 17 percent and no deductions. First $36,000 exempted for a family of four.

Dick Armey, R-Texas: A 20 percent flat tax that would drop to 17 percent after two years. First $33,000 exempted for a family of four, with no deductions.

Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas: A flat rate of 16 percent and tax deductions for mortgage interest and charitable donations.
Eight Steps to Return to Work

By Stephen W. Campbell

A n effective return-to-work program can make dramatic strides in reducing workers' compensation costs. By restoring an injured worker more quickly to productive worker status, return-to-work programs have reduced indemnity costs by 20 to 40 percent, and reduced medical and rehabilitation costs even more.

Since the price of workers' compensation insurance is directly related to losses, a company that reduces the incidence of claims and the costs of settlement can reduce its insurance costs. Meanwhile, the company's workers benefit by having fewer accidents and are more quickly reintegrated into the workforce when they are injured.

That's what a return-to-work program is designed to do. The program breaks the standard employee disability cycle to rehabilitate and return the injured employee to productive work in the shortest possible time.

Cost containment is just one advantage. Companies using return-to-work programs have kept recovering workers productive, avoiding the "disability" mental attitude that often keeps workers from ever fully recovering from their injuries. The program's emphasis on communication helps the injured worker realize that it's important to be at work every day, even if only on light duty assignment. This, in turn, helps the worker more quickly reintegrate into full productive status.

Return-to-work is based on teamwork, but the actual membership of the team should reflect the size and structure of the company. The team could be as basic as a supervisor and a representative from management. In a larger firm, representatives from human resources, engineering, management, labor and other departments should work with medical providers, insurance carriers and the injured worker to review progress and plan a course of recovery.

A combination of loss prevention and loss minimization is the most effective risk-management strategy. This will protect workers from unnecessary harm and limit the occurrence of compensable injuries that cost a company money. It also increases the likelihood that the company will be in compliance with federal and state safety regulations.

Accidents happen

Despite the best accident-prevention methods, injuries do happen. Here are some steps employers can take in advance to prepare for injuries:

• **Enlist employee buy-in for the return-to-work program.** Inform employees of the company's workers' compensation benefits, explaining that you expect them to cooperate in their recovery and to get back to work as quickly as possible. Tell them that they have an obligation to keep you informed of medical restrictions resulting from injury, and you will provide modified duty work for as long as medically necessary. Stress that all injured employees will participate in
this program and will be treated in the same manner.

- Identify the best medical care providers in the area before a worker is injured. That way, he or she can receive appropriate help quickly. An employer, in concert with the insurance carrier, should establish a panel of medical providers able to provide prompt, high-quality, appropriate treatment. The list should include physicians, occupational therapists and vocational rehabilitation counselors willing to work with the company and insurer to determine treatment, length of disability and work readiness. All health care providers on your panel need to aim for fast and thorough patient rehabilitation. Employees should be informed of the selected medical providers. Some states give employers the legal right to specify the treating practitioner, while others allow an employee merely to suggest a provider. Your local workers' compensation claim office can advise you on this matter.

- Create an accurate job description. A thorough job description should identify all requirements of a position, including specific skills, education, experience and physical demands. The information can come from records, observation and interviews with supervisors, managers and the worker. The job description can determine if the injured worker is able to return to the same job and can guide placement in other positions, where necessary.

- Conduct a task assessment. This process evaluates all specific elements of a given job, including the working environment and job functions. Problem jobs are identified along with the opportunities for job redesign and alternate or modified work possibilities. The task assessment allows job requirements to be matched with physical capabilities. A written summary is useful to give to the treating physician to help in determining work-readiness or work restrictions.

The advent of video cameras also is being called into play here. Some companies now videotape each task and use tapes to modify work. Treating physicians also use these tapes to see the worker's actual movements. Physicians can use this information during follow-up visits to determine the worker's readiness to return to the job or to suggest changes to the way the worker performs.

Four action steps

When an injury occurs:

- Report accidents promptly to the insurance claim handler. ITT Hartford Insurance Group's research shows that the cost of medical care and lost wage payments averages one third less—$2,744—when an employer reports an employee injury within the first 10 days.

- Act fast to stop further injury. A rapid medical determination of the employee's capabilities and restrictions is essential to avoid additional damage to the injured worker. Employers also must reexamine the accident to determine if the job needs to be re-engineered in order to prevent repetition of the injury to others. This may appear obvious, but uncorrected problems are the known cause of many repeat injuries.

- Keep everyone informed. Health
You could invest $150.00 in the best mutual fund around and in one year make $50...$100...even $150!! Big deal.

You could invest $150 in your first year's membership to the National Arborist Association and take advantage of the programs and benefits your peers – and maybe your competition – are using to build their businesses.

Here's just a sample of what your membership delivers:

- National Publicity Campaign to Raise Public Awareness of Member Companies
- An Entire Staff of Talented, Experienced Tree People Working for You
- Free Company Listing on our World Wide Web Site
- The NAA Monthly Reporter – The Management Newsletter that gets Read!
- Not a bad return on $150, is it?

Get serious about your business. Call today to put all the powerful, cost-effective NAA programs to work for you. Invest in yourself...invest in success.

1-800-733-2622
THE NATIONAL ARBORIST ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031
Fax: 603-672-2613; E-Mail: 76142.463@compuserv.com

Leading commercial arboriculture into the 21st century.
care practitioners are required to give employers and claim handlers a written post-injury response stating the employee's specific restrictions. Frequent communications with the care giver will keep everyone informed of the nature of the injury and progress of recovery. It also will keep the medical rehabilitative practitioner aware of regular work requirements and the availability of alternate assignments. In addition, this will underscore the employer's desire to work with the practitioner to return the employee to work. Communication with the health care practitioner, using the form sent with the employee or through some phone contact by your employee health center or the individual's supervisor. To minimize confusion, designate one person to maintain contact with the practitioner.

- Encourage the reintegration of the injured employee to the workplace. Stepping in to make it easier for the injured worker to return will encourage that employee's medical progress. It will also provide co-workers with a positive message about the value of the individual worker to the company.

Reintegration requires a communications strategy. When an employee is out of work, the supervisor or manager should contact the employee within 24 hours of the injury to check on his condition, the extent of the injury and when he can return. In ongoing cases, the administrator or manager can make weekly or biweekly calls. After five days of lost time, consider sending a get-well letter to the employee. Employees don't like to feel they are being monitored, so make your communication sincere. Above all, be sensitive to each employee's situation.

The claim handler also has an important role to play here and should be alerted to injuries that involve home or hospital confinement, referrals to specialists or other complications that require attention. The claim specialist or nurse case manager will stay in touch with the care giver to determine the earliest possible date the employee can return to alternate or modified productive work—and work with all parties to see that it happens.

In some cases, the injured employee may benefit from occupational rehabilitation to strengthen or retrain him for return to work. A manual laborer who injures his back, for example, may be able to return to the job if he learns new lifting and material-handling techniques. Practicing those techniques will ingrain them and also will build up strength.

Once back on the job, the injured employee and the supervisor need to work together to increase the worker's capabilities to pre-injury levels. Ongoing communications with the return-to-work team is essential until the worker reaches the best possible outcome for his case.

Implementing a return-to-work program involves many steps, but it's actually less cumbersome than it appears. Return-to-work can go a long way to reducing the costs of workers' compensation for everyone.

The author is assistant manager, technical loss control, with ITT Hartford Insurance Group. ITT Hartford provides all lines of insurance coverage through their NAA-endorsed program. For more information, call (203) 547-4277.

THE KAN-DU STUMPER
THE ONLY STUMP GRINDER YOU NEED

Front wheels turn in allowing the KAN-DU to go through a 30" gate.

Compact enough to get into tight spaces, big enough to take on any size stump

You KAN-DU large or uprooted stumps
- Designed by tree men for tree men.
- Self propelled - Fast walk travel speed.
- Except for cutting wheel, all work done with hydraulics - including steering.
- Cuts over 30" above ground & 24" below ground.
- Excellent stability for going over curbs, steps, & sidehills.
- Powerful 24 H.P. engine.
- Will out perform all grinders on the market today in all around grinding.

Don't say you can't, say you KAN-DU!

DSR, Inc. • 512 S. Summit • Sioux Falls, SD 57104 • (800) 359-2235 • (605) 334-0775
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Green Industry Associations

The American Horticultural Society
E-mail: garde@ahs.com
URL: http://email.com
American Society of Landscape Architects
E-mail: landnet@asla.org

URL: http://www.asla.org/asla/
International Society of Arboriculture/
University of Illinois
E-mail: isa@prairienet.org
URL: http://www.ag.uiuc.edu/isa
National Arborist Association
E-mail: 76142.463 @compuserve.com
URL: http://www.Report.com
National Gardening Association
E-mail: nga@together.org
or: 76711.417@compuserve.com
NGA manages the Garden Forum on
Compuserve information is available on
the Hearst News Media page:
http://www.homearts.com
R.I.S.E. (Responsible Industry for a
Sound Environment)
E-mail: lawder@acpa.org

Colleges & Universities
Cornell University - home and garden
insect fact sheets
http://www.cce.cornell.edu
North Dakota State University -
Bottineau
http://165.234.78/homepage.htm
Purdue University - general address
http://www.purdue.edu
General University
http://www.dot.gov/internet/
university.html

Vendors
Ben Meadows Company, Inc. -
equipment & supplies
Ben Meadows Company, Inc.
- equipment & supplies

YOUR BUSINESS RIDES ON DUECO

Asplundh LR50, 50' overcenter. Steel chipbox with side packs, 1984 IHC S1700 9.0 diesel, 4 speed auto. #96022

1983 Aerial Lift of CT, 50' overcenter,
1983 Chevrolet C70, 366 gas, 85,320 miles. Has an auxiliary Onan pony mo-
tor. #95713

Many other models available.
Buy – Rent – Sell – Trade
Financing Options Available

JAM 1-800-50-DUECO (38326)

Waukesha, Wisconsin
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CARBIDE TIPPED STUMP CUTTERS

L.H. ST. R.H. ECONO
R.H. STUMP CLAW TEETH
THREADED STUMP CUTTER
L.H. STUMP CLAW TEETH
R.H. STUMP CLAW TEETH
B-11-C
B-1-C
B-1-C
LONG BOLTS 2 1/8"
SHORT BOLTS 1 3/4"
ROUND REVERSIBLE POCKETS

HODGES STUMP CUTTER
NEW SMART POCKETS
STUMP CLAW POCKETS

Buy from the Original Manufacturer

Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.
23325 Blackstone Warren, MI 48089-2675
810/758-5574 800/421-5985 fax 810/758-7829

Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH"
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B and C Series Diesels have set the STANDARD for Industry. Since 1984, B and C Series Engines have provided durable, fuel efficient and long-lasting performance that every Arborist expects.

THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER.

(810) 473-9000
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IF YOU CAN'T BEAT THE IRS...

...avoid it.

Bentley College statistician Amir Aczel, author of "How to Beat the IRS at its Own Game" (Four Walls Eight Windows), claims he has discovered how IRS auditors pick tax returns for an audit. Aczel says tip-offs to the IRS that you should be audited include: silly mistakes on forms – particularly on Schedule C (self-employment), home office expenses and returns that show high ratios of expense to income.

For small businesses, the key number is 63 percent. That is, if your Schedule C expenses total more than 63 percent of gross income, Aczel guarantees the IRS computer will spit your return out for a closer look.

If picked for an audit, Aczel advises you bring only specifically requested documents, along with any current receipts you can find. Answer questions simply and briefly. If the auditor requests records for other years, say you'll get back to him, and then try to stall.

Legally, the IRS can only question you on returns for the last three years. Try to avoid signing form 872 or 872A, which allows the IRS to extend its investigations.

EMPLOYEE THEFT COSTS $$$

Employees who help themselves to or "borrow" company-owned property are costing American business about $120 billion every year, according to Jerald Greenberg, professor of business ethics at Ohio State University. Even conscientious employees can feel they have the "right" to use company-bought supplies, Greenberg says.

For instance, of employees at 1,083 restaurants and fast food services, 43% said they steal cash or merchandise, according to a survey by McGraw-Hill/London House and National Food Service Security Council. On average, restaurant employees admitted to stealing $113.46 a year.

Greenberg advises establishing newsletters, a hotline and team meetings to make employees feel more a part of the company, and less likely to steal from it.

STIFFER PUNISHMENT FOR HIRING OF ILLEGAL ALIENS

Moving to fulfill his promise to tighten enforcement of immigration laws, President Clinton has signed an executive order barring federal contractors who knowingly hire illegal aliens from obtaining additional government contracts for one year.

The order also prohibits employers from using the possibility of sanctions as a reason to discriminate on the basis of ethnic origin. Clinton instructed employers to confirm workers' eligibility by reviewing documents of all people when they are hired, not just those who were born in countries other than the United States.

The order applies to government vendors who now provide such services as landscaping on military bases, cleaning offices, and operating cafeterias in courthouses.

PRESIDENT'S UMBRELLA POLICY GOOD FOR ALL

People with assets to protect might want to take a leaf out of President Clinton's book and buy a personal umbrella liability policy, which will pay for an attorney and cover an adverse liability ruling in court. Just a few hundred dollars buys a $1 million policy.

The policy certainly proved a wise investment for the president. The insurers currently bankrolling his defense in a sexual-harassment case brought by Paula Jones have shelled out nearly $900,000 for attorney's fees thus far.
Injections are quick. Most take 10-40 seconds. No waiting to remove capsules. Most trees take 2 minutes or less.

Least wounding of any injection method. No drilling is needed. Makes a 1/16" slit in the bark.

Can inject at an easy work height. No need to always inject near the ground.

No extra equipment is needed. No drill, hammer, or waste container for empty capsules.

Efficient and rapid use of the chemical. Effective with 95% less chemical than other methods. Chemical is placed in the most active layer of the wood. No need to wait for a sunny day — works even in the rain.
Spoiled by Cheap Workers?

Recently, I read your article on how to optimize your Hispanic workforce. Although the article presented some informative facts that may be useful, I feel there seems to be a clear but unspoken question in many readers' minds: What are the industry's goals and objectives in attempts to utilize these employees?

I have had the experience and opportunity to work with large companies that employed a large number of Hispanic employees. Through my experience, I became increasingly troubled by the lack of standards that, I feel, were the product of hiring employees who spoke very little English. In the majority of cases, these employees arrived with very few arboricultural skills at all.

One negative example in particular comes to mind occurred in Greenwich, CT. The company was working at a client's home where extensive work was being done on some hemlocks in front of the house. The Hispanic crew was speaking Spanish when the home owner approached to ask a question. The client, somewhat confused, asked who the foreman was. The foreman was an Hispanic who not only knew very little about tree work but spoke very broken English. The home owner, frustrated, as can be expected, called the company and demanded the crew be pulled off the property.

This is only one instance of a home owner displeased with the company. Is there a danger in hiring employees who speak very little English? Lack of communication may appear harmless—until a worker's safety is compromised. There have been many times when a lack of communication produced dangerous situations. Am I suggesting that we need to reorganize our whole industry to reflect the needs of only English-speaking workers? No, of course not. I do, however, believe there is a fundamental problem with our hiring techniques.

And with this, some disturbing facts start to emerge like a bad stench. The cost of tree work increases every year, as does the cost of everything else in the economy. As the industry becomes more efficient and profits enlarge, the percentage of tree workers making over $8.00 an hour stays stationary. What is wrong with this picture?

When I first got out of college, I looked for a job in the vicinity of my school. My daughter, nine months old at the time, was my number one priority. So, I intently looked for the best offer. A local tree company interviewed me one afternoon. The interview began with a dissertation on my responsibilities as an employee, which turned out to be a four-page packet. After an hour of discussion and a review of safety procedures, I finally inquired about the hourly wage. At first, I thought he was joking when he told me that I would be paid $5.00 an hour. I was so shocked that I thanked him for his time and walked out past his $16,000 chipper and $13,000 truck. And on my way out of his driveway, I just managed to slip my car past his brand-new sprayer. Anyway, you can see my point.

It is my perception that employers are becoming spoiled by the abundance of cheap Hispanic workers. And, the
industry's constant complaints about taxes and the economy are empty as well, since profits increase yearly.

In conclusion, if we want quality workers who are detail-oriented and will reflect the objectives of the company, then maybe some changes are in order. Hispanic workers should be required to learn English before stepping foot on any property. They should be able to communicate with co-workers. They should not be paid wages less than those of other employees simply because the company feels it can take advantage of them. Wages, in all ways, should remain competitive with the cost of tree work, not with the industry's twisted perceptions of fairness. A plumber can walk into someone's house with a box of tools and make $30-50 an hour. A tree worker, on the other hand, hangs from a tree at 80 feet, runs a chain saw, works a chipper and has responsibilities three times that of a plumber, while making $8-11 an hour. Let's stop the madness!

David M. Neal
Neal Tree Service
Woodstock, Vermont

Industry Has Matured

Well, it's winter, the time of year that we prepare for, but which all arborists approach with apprehension. Anxiety is at its highest because of the challenges the season brings. On a positive note, it is time for our annual conferences to learn new ideas, network and keep up with a rapidly expanding industry. It is incredible how these conferences are wonderful examples of how our industry has evolved in a professional manner.

When I first broke into the industry 10 years ago, I was as green as they come. I knew absolutely nothing about arboriculture or landscaping. Fortunately, my boss at the time was, and still is, a man who believes in educating his staff. He took me to several conferences and meetings, exposing me to educational experiences.

While attending my first major conference, I received an indoctrination into my new line of work. Quite frankly, it was a unique experience. Many of the attendees looked as if they had worked in the morning and then came for the afternoon lecture. The displays were nicely set up, but it seemed as if everyone was selling the same things. There wasn't much selection in plants, tools or products. That night in the hotel lounge, a fight almost broke out because a company owner insulted a waitress. (Not exactly a corporate role model). These events were not particularly shocking to me at the time, but I wondered about the image my new profession was projecting.

Ten years later, I have climbed many trees, become a certified arborist, gone back to school and attended countless seminars. During this short period of time, I have seen the industry grow and evolve into a profession with a greater emphasis on education. The increasing concentration on selling knowledge as opposed to just a service is the present and future. Through these conferences and other events, we have improved our industry's image, which has in turn increased our markets.

We still draw our workforce from the same places, but through education we have increased our employees' confidence in dealing with an increasingly interested clientele. By learning to have respect for the services we provide, we
can develop seasonal jobs into rewarding careers. I feel that I have benefited greatly from opportunities provided by our industry’s associations.

Today when I go to our expositions, they seem a world away from the ones I attended years ago. There is a totally different feeling in the air. A professionalism abounds. The products and innovations are tenfold what they were. Of course, there are still a few people who wear their work clothes, but, for the most part, people have more respect for themselves. And I haven’t seen a potential fight since my first meeting. That’s not bad for an industry full of bravado.

These conventions are a testament to how far we have come, and they are a great sign of changing times. It is a tribute to our professional organizations such as the National Arborist Association that were leaders in this change.

David Anderson
Lowden Tree and Landscape
Lincoln, Massachusetts

Understand Tree Anatomy

I found the article “Formal trees” (C.O. Curry) in your September issue very interesting, even though its conclusions are totally mistaken. No tree’s silhouette imitates the shape of its leaf, except in a few anomalous cases that are mere coincidental resemblances.

A tree’s shape is determined by genetic instructions, strength of the wood, amount and angle of light and the push of the wind. (See my piece in the Journal of Arboriculture, September 1990).

Curry’s efforts, however, are to be commended as evincing curiosity and the initiative to advance a new hypothesis.

Most arborists are woefully deficient in their understanding of tree anatomy, structure and physiology. Why not run a series of articles in which the shape and structure of all parts of the tree (roots, trunk, branches, twigs, leaves, fruits and seeds) are clearly, simply and convincingly accounted for?

John M. Haller
John M. Haller Tree Service
Modesto, California

Stop Spiking

In response to your “From the Field” article in the January issue, I find it in bad taste to promote and even pay a hundred-dollar fee to someone who spikes trees. As professionals, we should all do whatever we can to discourage such practices as spiking or topping. Surely, many of you readers have been around long enough to have spiked trees, topped trees, and painted flush cuts. But, as the profession has evolved and these practices have become outdated, we hardly glorify the old practices or those who continue to perform them.

I don’t believe that subjecting a 60-foot pine tree to multiple spike wounds and opening up the tree’s defenses to insect and disease infestation is worth “Fifty Bucks.” The cat in all likelihood would have come down on its own after the rain, and if not, the tree could have been climbed properly in safe, dry conditions. Personally, I would rather have my principles than the “Fifty Bucks.” They’ll last longer.

In the future, I hope that we will not promote the use of spikes on live trees unless they are to be removed, or there is a real emergency concerning human life. It is also my hope that when such stories appear again, as I’m sure they eventually will, you reconsider printing them as submitted, so as not to contradict ourselves or lead newcomers to our profession astray.

I enjoy your “From the Field” features and the different perspectives they offer; however, when spiking of trees or 110-foot chestnuts appear (see September 1995), I think you need to ask a few more questions before going to print.
Day After Day, Year After Year, They Just Keep Working.

Dependable. Easy to maintain. Built to work hard and never take a day off. Altec’s complete line of tree care equipment provides you with superior performance and maximum productivity. Our LR Series and LB Series aerial devices combine smooth, efficient maneuverability with working heights to 60 feet, making them the tree care industry’s preferred choice. Altec’s new WhisperDisc Chipper is designed with the same commitment to excellence as our proven Whisper Chipper. And all Altec equipment is backed by an unsurpassed warranty.

Give us a call for more information. 1-800-958-2555.
What is common sense is also the law. OSHA Standard 1910.331 states that employers must provide appropriate, documented training to any tree care employee working within 10 feet of an energized electrical conductor. And that is just the first of several regulations with which you may have to comply. ANSI Z133.1-1994 dictates very specific training and operations regulations. Plus, there's a new OSHA standard, 1910.269 which takes effect January 31, 1995. It makes sense - both business sense and common sense - to meet these requirements. But how?

NAA Training Makes Sense.

The National Arborist Association has done much of the work for you! Our Electrical Hazards Awareness Program offers you a simple, economical and practical way to give your employees the training they need. This program enables you to comply with OSHA 1910.331 and ANSI Z133.1-1994, and starts you on your way to compliance with OSHA 1910.269.

Like all NAA Training Materials, Electrical Hazards Awareness is easy to use and easy to apply. The program is self paced, to put your employees in control of meeting their own goals, and presented by you, to keep you in control of your business.

For more information about EHAP, or any NAA program, or to order, call our toll-free hotline, or send/fax the coupon below.

National Arborist Association 1-800-733-2622
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Fax: (603) 672-2613

[Circle options]

☐ YES I'm ready to provide my personnel with training in Electrical Hazards Awareness.

☐ I'M interested in the EHAP program. Please send additional information.

Send Me EHAP Programs for ______ enrollees, at $______ each*. Enclosed is $______

Bill my ☐ Mastercard ☐ Visa Number: __________________________ Exp. Date: ______

Contact/Credit Card Holder Name: ______________________________

Company Name: ____________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________ Phone: __________________________

City: __________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______

☐ Please send me membership information.

*RETAIL: $135.00 per enrollee; MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICE: $85.00 per enrollee. Please add $5.50 shipping and handling.

Please mail with payment or fax with credit card information to:

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094 • Phone: 1-800-733-2622; FAX: 1-603-672-2613
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Sales Workshop

Are your sales where you want them to be?

Winter storms may have brought you more work than you can handle, making it hard to look toward the future... but think for a moment. Is your sales staff - are you - equipped to grow your business in 1996 and beyond? If you think there might be room for improvement, then NAA has the training for you.

Join NAA for a “Sales & Coaching” Workshop. Our guest lecturer is Hal Becker, formerly the top salesperson with the Xerox Corporation and a skilled, entertaining lecturer. Here is what some recent workshop attendees had to say:

“This seminar is essential to anyone wanting to expand.” - Dave Adamson

“Anyone in a sales-based career would benefit...provides stimulating ideas” - Kurt Mohr

Workshops scheduled for this year:
San Francisco        Milwaukee
April 20             March 23

For further details or to register, call the NAA at 1-800-733-2622.

Hazard Tree Manual

The “Climber’s Guide to Tree Hazards,” a publication from the National Arborist Association, helps the arborist in the field identify and evaluate potentially hazardous conditions in trees before the condition is encountered or can cause a problem for the crew. The pocket-size, fully illustrated manual covers the more commonly encountered problems such as decayed stems, cavities, and weak branch attachments. In addition, the NAA has a “Tree Hazards” decal in either truck sun visor or clipboard size, to keep crews constantly on the alert for hazardous conditions.

The Climber’s Guide is available in English and Spanish. The decals are currently available in English only. The Guides are $2 each to NAA member firms, $3 to all others. The decals are $1 each to members, $1.50 to non-members. Please add $5.50 shipping and handling for orders in the U.S., $15 outside the U.S. Payment can be sent to the National Arborist Association, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094. VISA/Mastercard orders can be placed over the phone by calling 1-800-733-2622.
**CUTTING EDGE**

**New Products & Services**

A unique blend of organic substances, Skin Coat combines with the proteins on the skin's surface to form a barrier against noxious substances, such as fertilizers, pesticides, hydrochloric acid and hydraulic fluids. Skin Coat, which is non-allergenic and biodegradable, doesn't interfere with the skin's natural functions, and it reduces the need for harsh, moisture-stripping detergents for afterwork cleanups. A 4oz. bottle (approximately 80 applications) retails for $6.95. The 12oz. bottle retails for $13.95. To order, call 1-800-600-1881 or write Skin Coat North America, P.O. Box 533, Verdugo City, CA 91046. Add $3.50 S&H.

**TimberKing, Inc.'s new model M-16 circular saw-mill can cut a 16-foot, 24-inch diameter log. Add-on carriage and base sections allow it to cut almost any length. The new model also features a strengthened all-steel base and five high-speed top dogs, and it can be PTO-driven. "We're very excited about this mill," says TimberKing President Jon C. Hill. "It provides the consumer with an inexpensive and extremely rugged alternative to mini-bandmills." For the consumer interested in a full-sized bandmill, TimberKing also offers its Model B-16 and B-20 bandmills. Founded in 1929, originally under the name "Belsaw," TimberKing has sold over 24,000 sawmills worldwide. Information: 1-800-942-4406 ext. 16-93 or TimberKing, Dept.16-93, 1431 N. Topping, Kansas City, MO 64120.

**The Bobcat® 751 skid-steer loader offers a responsive 38HP (28kw), 116 cu.in. (1.9L) Peugeot XD9 diesel engine with plenty of tractive and hydraulic power.**

Like the Bobcat 753, the 751 has a compact footprint and a turning radius of less than 6 feet. Its 1,200lb (544kg) operating capacity, 1,300lbs, (590kg) with optional counterweight kit, allows for easy relocation of loads. Standard features include a transmission with heavy-duty drive chains that never need adjustment, axles with removable hubs and automatically lubricated axle bearings. Its dual path cooling system helps keep engine components clean. The Bobcat Interlock Control System requires that the operator be seated before systems will operate. Optional accessories include auxiliary hydraulics to power an auger, backhoe, breaker and many others. Information: Wanda Roath, Melroe Company, 112 North University Drive, PO Box 6019, Fargo, ND 58108-6019. Telephone 701-241-8700.

**Safety Storage, Inc.'s new Model 16P Pallet Storage and Materials Handling System is designed primarily for storage of palletized drums of hazardous liquids, but can accommodate individual drums of bulk materials. The double-width, two-tiered Model 16P system provides 330sq.ft. of floor space, enough for 16 loaded pallets. The system can be loaded and unloaded from both front and rear of the unit, and is configurable for storage, dispensing or both. Shipped ready-for-use, Safety Storage systems include standard features such as heavy-gauge steel construction and a secondary containment sump for lower tier, and optional features such as retaining chairs, with swing-open steel doors that are secured by a padlock-friendly, two-point latching system, removable floor grating, and horizontal Drum Racks. Forklift openings make for easy relocation. Information: Safety Storage, Inc., 2301 Bart Drive, Hollister, CA 95023. Telephone 1-800-344-6539 or 408-637-5955. Fax 408-637-7405.**
ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.'s new 4836SKS skid grapple can handle all types of woody debris including trees, brush, logs, stumps and bushes. The Skid-Steer Grapple attachment operates like a giant hand, allowing an operator to grab, lift, carry, skid and stack loads with precision. The grapple tongs open to 48" x 36". This versatile attachment offers excellent visibility on a front-end loader, allowing the operator to grab material right in front of the vehicle. The tongs and lift are controlled from inside the cab by auxiliary hydraulic circuits, standard on most skidsteers. The 470-lb Skid-Steer Grapple is made from lightweight, durable Ti steel and can be easily transported to job sites. Hook-up is fast and simple. The grapple's built-in heeling bar allows loads to be lifted clear of the ground for carrying, stacking or feeding into chippers. An operator can maneuver a skid-steer in extremely tight spaces and can use the grapple to pull, lift or drag trees, logs or brush to loading or disposal sites without help from other crew members. For information or the name of your nearest ImpleMax dealer: 1-800-587-6656 or write ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc., PO Box 549, Bozeman, Montana 59771.

Three ear muffs from 3M feature multi-positioning ear cups to provide increased worker comfort, better fit and excellent noise protection. The new muffs have replaceable ear cushions and molded noise suppression inserts for longer product life and better hygiene. The No. 1435 earmuff provides a noise rating of 23dB, with a multi-position ear cup for greater comfort. It has a lightweight design (7.5oz.), large ear cups for fit and comfort, and forked headbands to provide a comfortable and consistent ear cup seal. The No. 1440 ear muff features a noise reduction rating of 24dB, with an adjustable ear cup and lightweight design (8oz.). It has a contoured ear cushion seal, a padded headband and a sliding headband tension adjustment. The No. 1450 ear muff is compatible with a variety of hard hats (MSA, Wilson, Bullard) without requiring additional adapters. It has a noise reduction rating of 23dB and is safe for use in dielectric applications. The ear muffs flip up and lock in place when not in use, and beveled ear cups fit comfortably under hard hats. Information: 3M Abrasive Systems Division, PO Box 33600, St. Paul, MN 55133-3600. Telephone 1-800-742-9546.

Agapē Designs
Custom Tree Tees & TubeSocks
"FROM HEAD TO TUBE"
For You and Your Computer

Call Now
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WASHINGTON IN REVIEW
By Brian Barnard

OSHA Struggles
Budget squeeze shortens priority list

Prolonged political wrangling in Washington over unresolved budget issues has forced the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to rethink its plans for 1996. While Congress voted to keep the government running through mid-March, OSHA was slated for a 16 percent cut in federal funds.

This reduction for OSHA might appeal to some tree company owners, but repercussions created by Congress’ squeeze on OSHA’s traditional framework are sure to impact tree firms.

OSHA has had to reassess its priorities.” Dear’s field priorities include: common sense enforcement, including significant cases; nationalizing Maine-200 type programs; and continued partnership with programs such as the Voluntary Protection Program (VPP).

Started in 1993, the Maine-200 program directed OSHA to focus its inspections on the 200 most hazardous work sites in the state of Maine as determined by workers’ compensation claims. These employers were required to address their workplace injuries and illnesses. Although the success of the focused-inspection initiative is difficult to measure, administrators believe this program illustrates how the agency can use its resources most effectively. Similar programs have been implemented in Wisconsin and New Hampshire.

The VPP program is OSHA’s way of recognizing and emphasizing aggressive, effective safety and health programs. For acceptance into VPP, a company must develop a safety program and apply to OSHA, which then sends a review team to evaluate the company’s potential as a VPP site. If accepted, the firm receives recognition from OSHA and direct benefits such as reduced workers’ compensation rates.

Dear’s memo also focused on national office priorities for 1996, including eliminating more than 1,000 pages from OSHA’s policy manual and issuing final rules on a handful of standards that are currently in the development process. Two items on Dear’s list that directly impact tree firms are abatement verification and respirator use. The National Arborist Association submitted comments to OSHA during the development process for the proposed revision of both of these items. Abatement verification requires employers to correct cited hazards. The proposed respirator revision updates the standard to encompass current technology.

Regarding Dear’s memo, OSHA spokeswoman Cheryl Byrne stated: “We can’t say what’s realistic, because we don’t have a budget.” She added, however, that “No specific reinvention project has been abandoned.”

OSHA Reform Legislation
Sponsored by Senate Labor Committee Chair Nancy Kassebaum, R-KS, OSHA reform legislation (S. 1423) remains under consideration in Congress (see TCI December 1995). Sen. Kassebaum has made it clear that getting S. 1423 out of committee this spring is a top priority. However, if this issue is not addressed by early summer, the presidential election is sure to eliminate the possibility that OSHA reform will pass this year.

Brian Barnard is government affairs specialist for National Arborist Association.
TREE CLIMBING IS FOR TRAINED PROFESSIONALS

If you can't get to it safely you can't prune it or otherwise work in a tree. NAA's video orientation to ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CLIMBING provides:

- Essential information on the ropes, snaps, carabiners and saddles used.
- Basic instruction in the knots required for tree climbing.
- Various climbing techniques used for ascending into and working in trees.

All of the appropriate elements of the ANSI Z133-1994 are included.

NAA's video training programs make actual on the job training much easier. After viewing an NAA video, a trainee can go into the field with basic background information. Repetitive viewing of NAA's video training program reinforces the training provided in actual work situations.

Attendance sheets provided with this program allow an employer to easily document employee training which meets OSHA requirements. Tests are also provided to measure employee comprehension.

TO ORDER ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CLIMBING

simply photocopy this coupon and fill in the requested information or call the National Arborist Association Hotline at 1-800-733-2622.

NAA member: ___ @ $60 ea. = 
Non-member: ___ @ $90 ea. = 

Please add $5.50 for shipping and handling. Enclosed: $.

Company Name
Name of Individual Ordering:
Title: 
Address: 
City: 
State: 
Zip: 

☐ MasterCard ☐ Visa Card Number: 
Exp. Date: 
Signature: 

The National Arborist Association
PO Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Phone 1-800-733-2622 Fax (603) 672-2613
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HELP WANTED

Golden Bear Arborists, Inc., needs you! If you are an aggressive, hard-charging, motivated, career-minded individual looking to make the big bucks, we are the firm for you. You must be a creative person willing to give 200%. Call Walter at 818-359-6647 for a phone interview.

TREE CLIMBER needed for Monterey CA. 2-3 years climbing needed w/2yr. supervisory position, and aerial lift experience. ENG./Spanish bilingual reqd. $13/hr. Mail resume to Spencer's Tree Service, P.O. Box 222786, Carmel, CA 93922. Phone 408-624-0187 Fax: 408-659-1828.

Arborist/sales representative - Growing full-service company in the Washington, D.C. area has entry-level position with excellent career advancement potential. Must have B.S. in Arboriculture, Urban Forestry, Horticulture, etc. Contact Jim Harris at 301-949-4100 or send resume to Wood Acres Tree Specialists, 10315 Kensington Parkway, Kensington, MD 20895. FAX: 301-933-6215.


Professional and experienced tree climbers and foremen needed for a progressive, customer service oriented company based in Rockville, Maryland (Washington DC suburb). Excellent pay and benefits! Ideal candidate is safety and quality conscious, has a minimum of 5 years experience, a CDL, and a desire to succeed. Please send resume to Arborcare, Inc., P.O. Box 34306, Bethesda, MD 20827. Or call Kevin Clair 301-530-3316.

Experienced arborist to join the fastest growing professional tree care co. in the Adirondack Mountains of N.Y. Need honest, dependable hard working individual to join progressive co. as our Tree Care Tech./Crew Leader. Send resume to Dan Groves, P.O. Box 352, Saranac Lake, N.Y. 12983. 518-891-5060.

SALES, PLANT HEALTH CARE CLIMBER. Do you have the knowledge, ability and desire to earn your living in one of these positions? If you do, call us now to learn more about your potential for 1996 and beyond. Benefits range from 24 paid days off first year to health ins., education and retirement plan. Top pay for top people. THE LUEDERS COMPANIES, 27 BROOK ST., MEDFIELD, MA 02052. 508-359-9905, 617-444-0994.


Arborist/salespeople - Established, aggressive and fast growing full service tree care company in Northern Virginia looking for highly motivated individuals to expand our current client base. Top pay and benefits to qualified individuals. Send resume to Fairfax Tree Service, P.O. Box 1365, Fairfax, VA 22030 or FAX: 703-591-2241.

When you need strong tree crotch support, remember the 3R's...

Reinforce... Reduce... Relax...

The crotch of a tree with a prefabricated TREE-CROTCH Grip from Preformed Line Products. TREE-CROTCH Grips are manufactured from heavy coated galvanized steel, and have a strength capacity of 5,000 lbs. to provide consistent reinforcement for high stress areas.

The TREE-CROTCH Grip comes in three sizes: 20", 30", and 36", to accommodate short tree crotch lengths.

... costs by eliminating the need for common grade cable inventory and labor intensive serving methods. TREE-CROTCH Grips are easily installed and do not require any special tools, so chances of workmanship errors are reduced.

The specially designed captive loop holds the thimble securely in place, eliminating lost parts and making the overall appearance neat and uniform.

...TREE-CROTCH Grips, like all PREFORMED products, are lab-tested and performance proven to maintain a standard of excellence unmatched in the industry.

Remember the 3 R's:
- Reinforce the tree crotch.
- Reduce costs, installation time, and workmanship error.
- Relax knowing you've chosen a quality PREFORMED product.

Contact the PREFORMED distributor in your area for more information.

CLASSIFIED
The Care of Trees is a full service tree care firm with offices throughout the metropolitan areas of Chicago, New York City and Washington, D.C. We are one of the most progressive, well-equipped companies in this industry and offer excellent benefits. Our ever-expansive mode seems to constantly require personnel to fit into new positions which include production, plant health care and sales. We consider safety, quality, productivity and communication to be important attributes of proper tree care. If you believe the same, please send your resume to Kathy Hendricksen, c/o The Care of Trees, 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090. Phone: 708-394-4220.

Experienced tree care professionals. Fast growing, quality-oriented company in the Chicago North Shore looking for top-notch foremen to manage crews, equipment and shop. Ideal candidates will have a minimum of 3 years experience, CDL and strong desire to achieve. Excellent compensation & benefits package. Please send resume and contact the Kinnucan Company, 28877 Nagel Ct., Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Phone: 708-234-5327.

Experienced climber/foreman needed for established Massachusetts tree service. Self-motivated arborist, certificate a plus, to work in a drug-free environment. Send resume or call Holbrook Tree Service, 252 Union St., Yarmouthport, MA 02675. Phone: 508-362-8085.

Plant health care technician, climbing arborist. Collier Arbor Care, since 1937. An industry leader in arboriculture and plant health care. Positions available for outstanding individuals with minimum of two years horticultural experience. Horticultural degree a plus. Candidates must be committed to highest industry standards of workmanship, safe work practices and customer service. Excellent wage and benefit package, including profit sharing. Send resume to 9032 SE Division Street, Portland, OR 97266. Phone: 503-774-9642.

Relocate to Maine. Experienced climber needed to work for 70-year-old tree company. Full benefits, year-round work. Minimum 3 years experience and CDL required. Send resume to Dennis Anderson, Lucas Tree Experts, P.O. Box 958, Portland, ME 04104.

IPM Technician. Established, well-regarded tree firm is seeking career-minded individual to supervise/manage plant health care. This position offers unlimited income. Take charge of your future. Contact John Miley, Centurion Tree Experts, Inc., Jarrettsville, Maryland. 410-557-7301.

"...For The Price, A Product Shouldn't Focus On Just One Aspect Of Plant Growth."

"If your Natural Organic

...Concentrating On Root Growth And Forgetting About The Soil's Health."

Doesn't Do All These Things...

"...The Entire Growing Environment Must be Cared For To Have Truly Healthy Trees."

Major elements are just the first step towards a healthy tree. As a fertilizer adjunct, Essential contains over 45 plant nutrients including vitamins, sugars, amino acids and enzymes.

Organic Matter Management is the practice of helping nature restore the natural decomposition of organic materials such as leaves. Essential is a liquid compost rich in carbon-chain materials which are ready to decompose and nourish the soil.

The soil ecosystem has to be in place before any long-lasting root growth can be maintained. A balanced pH plus increased Organic Matter makes a favorable environment where you have no fears of a chlorotic tree or high mortality rate.

...Then It's Time to Switch to One That Does!

Essential is manufactured exclusively by Growth Products, Ltd. along with a complete line of ultra clear liquid fertilizers and micronutrients. Call today for our 1995 catalog and choose from 25 nutrient products to meet your individual needs.

1-800-648-7626
Progressive, well established vegetation management company is seeking class 1 arborists for utility ROW division. Candidates must possess excellent knowledge of line clearance and vegetation management. The ability to train and supervise others, along with industry-related degree is preferred. Travel is required. Excellent compensation with industry-related degree is preferred.

Sales/management/PHC specialists - Experience the SavATree difference. If you are looking for a unique opportunity to further your career, as well as work in a truly professional work environment, SavATree has many opportunities available to you throughout the Northeast. If you have a degree or field-related experience in arboriculture, please send or FAX your resume to SavATree, 360 Adams St., Bedford Hills, NY 10507 or FAX 914-666-5843. Attn: Human Resources. EOE.


Experienced climbers/crew leaders, rope and saddle, clean driving record. Offering incentives to relocate to Florida. Established 3rd generation company, newer well-maintained equipment, drug free workplace, many benefits. Year-round work in West Palm Beach area. Call 407-844-3567 for further information.

RELOCATE TO FLORIDA and enjoy year-round employment, great weather and a terrific working environment. We are growing fast and need: foremen, climbers, sales people and all-round tree care professionals and helpers. Excellent compensation and benefits with opportunity for advancement. Drug-free workplace. Call 407-968-1045.

TREE CARE FOREMAN Cape Cod tree service and landscape firm seeks ambitious, qualified foreman for tree and ornamental shrub care. Must be skilled climber (2+ years experience) and possess general pest knowledge of the New England species. Horticulture degree preferred but not required. Send resume or call Jeffrey Hamilton Tree and Landscape., P.O. Box 586, Woods Hole, MA 02543. 508-540-5274.

Experienced, self-motivated tree climbers wanted by suburban Boston, MA tree and landscape company. Arborist certification, CDL and pesticide license preferred but not required. Company sponsors training and education programs, health insurance and paid holidays/vacations to career-minded quality-oriented workers. Fax, your resume today 617-630-5273 or call Monday-Friday, 7-4:00pm, 617-965-8820 for an application.

FANNO SAW WORKS

Fanno Saws... The Competitive Edge

Fanno saws have been the choice of the arborist and horticultural industry for almost 75 years. Our reputation for quality and durability speaks for itself. That’s because Fanno Saw Works are specialists in what we do. We have developed and manufactured 40 different combinations of saws and saw blades.

Fanno Saw Works has and will continue to be a quality source of tools for tree care professionals.

Contact Fanno Saw Works for all your pruning tool requirements.

Write for catalog and nearest distributor.

FANNO SAW WORKS
POST OFFICE 628
CHICO, CALIFORNIA 95927
(916) 895-1762

Bring your sky-high insurance costs down to earth.

One toll-free phone call—and five minutes—is all it takes.

This brand new program from Albiez lets you instantly compare what you’re paying today to what you could be saving tomorrow. For the same—or better—coverage. From today’s top-rated insurance company.

Pick up the phone and dial 1-800-272-6771. Bring down your high insurance costs. And give your tree-care business more room to grow.

FREE Phone Quote
INSTANT policy COMPARISON

800-272-6771
G&A Equipment
Knoxville, TN
(423) 988-7574

5 Bucket Trucks
to choose from:
• $9,500 to $29,500
• with and without chip boxes
• 47' to 70' working height

3 Chip Trucks
starting at $7,500
Selection of
New & Used Chippers
Call: Garell Foshee
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ARBORIST/SALES REPRESENTATIVE
BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS is seeking career minded individuals to join America's leader in scientific tree care. We currently have SALES REPRESENTATIVE openings in CONNECTICUT and NEW YORK.

We offer:
* On-going training by scientists of the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories
* Superior compensation package, including: Medical Benefits, Company Car, etc.

If you have tree care sales experience or have an aptitude for sales, combined with a degree in ornamental horticulture / arboriculture / urban forestry, or a related field, please send or fax a detailed resume to:

Gregory S. Daniels
66 Wooster Heights
Danbury, CT 06810
Fax: (203) 748-3048
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Big John 90AA tree spade mounted on a 86 Mack Cabover. Spade has been completely reconditioned, new blades, hoses, paint, tires. Must sell. $55,000 or best offer. Phone: 800-892-2034.


Would you invest $600 to gain better control of your customer and business transactions and increase your sales and profit growth? Stay ahead of your competition by calling 1-800-49-ARBOR for more information on ArborWare®, the industry's most comprehensive, stable and efficient PC-based software package from Creative Automation Solutions. We also provide integrated systems including LANs, LapTop and NEWTON hand-held data links, and custom software development.

Can your stump cutter operate for $3 an hour and go anywhere? Ours can! The Alpïne Magnum weight just 88 lbs., goes anywhere and can operate near fences, walkways and buildings. The Alpïne Magnum is the best value on the market. Call or write to Alpïne Machine, 7910 Thornburg St. SW, Olympia, WA 98512. Phone: 360-357-5116. Dealers wanted.

Aerial Equipment, Inc. Your used chipper and stump cutter supplier, serving Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and Wisconsin. (1) 1989 Rayco hydro-stumper; (1) 1989 Promark, non-self-propelled; (1) 1982 Vermeer Model 1560; (1) 1984 Vermeer Model 630A; (1) 1979 Model 18 Morbark whole tree chipper; (3) - (1) 1986 and (2) 1987s - 16" Asplundh whisper chippers; (1) 1989 Model 90 Brush Bandit, gas, (9"); (1) 1989 Model 100 Brush Bandit, gas (12"); (3) 1987 Morbark Model 186 diesels; (1) 1990 Vermeer Model 1250, diesel (12''); (1) 1992 Model 250 Brush Bandit, diesel (12''); several Bush Bandits and Raycos available also. Call Ron or Joel, Aerial Equipment, Inc. Phone: 708-398-0620; FAX: 708-394-1042.

Knuckleboom crane PM series 7122N, 35' reach, 7-ton capacity, garage-kept, used 5 times. Asking $13,500. Call Kevin Thompson Tree Experts, 908-223-6800.

Replacement fiberglass booms, baskets, liners and accessories to fit Altec, Asplundh, TECO, Holan Lift All, Reach-All, Telelect, Hi-Ranger and other aerial lifts. PCC has made more aerial lift fiberglass booms and baskets than any other company. Call us to get the best price, unsurpassed quality and quick delivery on your basket or boom replacement or repair and on polyethylene liners. Every new basket is dielectrically tested and all mounting inserts are imbedded in the fiberglass. Booms are dielectrically and structurally tested. Liners are tested at either 50 or 70 kV. Brands of aerial lifts listed are trademarks of Altec Industries, Inc., Teco, Inc. Holan/General Cable; Hydra Tec, Inc., Reach-all Mfg Co., and Simon-Telelect, Inc. respectively. Plastic Composites Corporation, Fort Wayne, IN 46825. Phone: 800-747-9339; FAX: 219-483-2532.

FOR RENT


SERVICES

Administrative procedure manual. You know your business, but do you know how to run your business as a business? In clear, easy-to-understand language, this guide will show you how to set up your administrative records, tailor fit to the tree care and landscape industries. Are computers a mystery to you? In addition, this manual will take you through the detailed steps to establish your records on a computer. It shows you the tricks and skills needed to use popular software to administer your business easily. Written by an administrator to tree care and landscaping companies, this proven manual will improve your business and profits. Send $49.95 plus $4 shipping and handling to Manuals, P.O. Box 293, Wayland, MA 01778.

Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 NAA members; 1-inch minimum), payable in advance, due the 20th of the month two months prior to publication. Send ad and payment to: Tree Care Industry, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031
March 12
Riparian Restoration
Patuxent Wildlife Visitor Center
Prince George's County, Virginia
Contact: 410-768-0830

March 16
Tree Planting, Care & Maintenance
Prince George's County Community College
Landover, Maryland
Contact: 410-768-0830

March 16-17
Urban Forest Conservation Days
Society of American Foresters & ISA
Sanborn County Park, Saratoga, Calif.
Contact: Dave Dockter, 408-321-8733

March 19
Understanding the New Industry Standards (ANSI A300)
Multiservice Building, Prince Frederick, Calvert County, Maryland
Contact: 410-768-0830

March 19-20
Managing for Biodiversity: Emerging Ideas for the Electric Utility Industry
Electric Power Research Institute
Williamsburg, Virginia
Contact: Christine Lillie
415-855-2010

March 23
NAA Sales and Coaching Workshops
With Hal Becker
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Contact: NAA, 1-800-733-2622

April 20
NAA Sales and Coaching Workshops
With Hal Becker
San Francisco, California
Contact: NAA, 1-800-733-2622

April 30, May 1
Urban Tree Residues: New Opportunities and Solutions
Birmingham, Alabama
Contact: ISA Research Trust, 217-355-9411

May 2, 3
Urban Tree Residues: New Opportunities and Solutions
Orlando, Florida
Contact: ISA Research Trust
217-355-9411

May 7-11
Pacific Rim Tree Care
Hawaiian Regent Hotel, Honolulu, Hawaii
Western Chapter ISA
Contact: 916-641-2990

The Difference Between Splendor And Splinters
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR TREES

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY, INC.
1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET, GOSHEN, INDIANA 46526
(219) 533-4116 FAX (219) 534-3719

Advantages of Closed System:
• Eliminates the need to mix chemicals in the field.
• Reduces the amount of time and effort required to change chemicals.

For further information contact:
ITB Co., Inc.
1-800-866-1357

BIRCHMEIER®:
Buy The One That Lasts.

ONE-MAN SAWMILL Turns Trees Into CASH!
30-Day Free Trial!
CALL NOW for FREE FACTS!
1-800-942-4406 ext. TS9
TIMBER KING, INC. Dept. TS9
1431 N. TOPPING, KANSAS CITY, MO 64120
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**Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies**

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and equipment for the professional as well as the amateur who wants a quality made tool.

For years we have made a limited line of pruner poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide basis that we can satisfy anyone else.

**Available in threaded or clip type couplers.**

PH4R Pruning Heads

S1 Saw Head

We have a variety of poles including white ash in solid lengths and also six foot sectional poles with lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also available a line of non conductive sectional, or full length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors. Included you will find a complete price list and order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

---
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In early June 1995, Randy Robinson and I were pruning a large white ash at Mount Vernon estate, the home of George Washington. While ascending this ash, I noticed a large hollow cavity about 40-45 feet up. I also noticed vertical separations between some of the main leads and the trunk—as if they were pulling away from the trunk of the tree. At the end of the day, I reported my observations to my boss, Stewart Bunn, of Guardian Tree Experts, Inc. I told him that I believed the tree was hazardous and should come down.

Herein lies our dilemma. To the untrained eye, the tree was a beautiful specimen. It stood over 120 feet tall and had a circumference of 17 feet. Planted by Washington himself, estimates placed its age at 210. The tree bordered a path along "Bowling Green," where one million visitors stroll each year. No one wanted to hear that a tree of this size, beauty and historical significance needed to come down. Please, don't shoot the messenger!

Stewart immediately called Dean Norton, the head horticulturist of Mount Vernon, to advise him of the situation. A meeting was scheduled for two weeks hence to decide if any measures could be taken to save this tree. Among those in attendance were Bunn, Norton, Jim Rees, executive director of Mount Vernon, and Dr. Jim Sherald, plant pathologist with the National Park Service.

We used our bucket truck so each individual could visually inspect the cavity. It was decided, with much trepidation, that the tree needed to be removed. When we arrived at Mount Vernon the following Monday, lo and behold, one of the large leads was lying in the Boxwood Garden. Fortunately for all concerned, the lead broke out in the middle of the night and not during the day when people would have been around. Needless to say, the ash was a very hazardous tree.

As field personnel, we play an integral part in developing a trusting relationship between our company and the clients we serve. We are the eyes in the tree that can detect possible problems, whether it is abnormal twig growth, cankers, insect infestation, structural defects or potentially dangerous situations. When we notice problems, it is our duty to report these observations to our superiors.

It was sad that George Washington's ash tree had to be removed, but gratifying that our recommendation, though unpopular, was the right decision. In spite of their loss, the staff at Mount Vernon were appreciative of Guardian's professionalism in handling this hazardous situation.

**Do you have a story for From the Field? TCI will pay $100 for published articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person or they will not be considered for publication. Articles and photos must be received by the first day of the month for the following month's issue.**
PUT UP TO $150,000 IN YOUR POCKET TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Call today to apply for ArborCard – the pre-approved lease card that makes it easy to lease equipment – without financial statements!

Now you can walk into any dealer, select the equipment you want, and simply hand them your ArborCard – the powerful and convenient way to arrange affordable, tax-deductible leasing for your business. We take care of all the paperwork – for you and the dealer! Just call today and apply. We’ll pre-approve you and send your ArborCard – for up to $150,000 in purchasing power.

- Instant credit approvals without financial statements
- Up to $75,000 per transaction: $150,000 total
- Financing for new and used equipment
- Fast and easy application by phone
- Flexible payments and terms to fit your seasonal cash flow

Call today for a free brochure and easy pre-approval!

1-800-537-9108
Fax: 1-800-344-7712

Each time an ArborCard is used to lease new or used equipment, Corporate Capital Leasing Group, Inc. will donate $50 to the National Arborist Foundation, to be matched by a grant from the U.S. Forest Service.

CORPORATE CAPITAL LEASING GROUP, INC.
109 East Evans Street, Box 504, West Chester, Pennsylvania 19381
Phone (800) 537-9108 Fax (800) 344-7712

- Associate Member, National Arborist Association
- Associate Member, International Society of Arboriculture
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SAMSON ROPES:
TOOLS OF THE PROFESSIONAL

7 Lines Designed For the Demands of the Professional Arborist

The arborist places unique demands on his lines: climbing, lifting, lowering, running through crotches, over limbs and against bark calls for lines specifically engineered for abrasion resistance, load control, excellent grip and snag resistance. Samson has a complete line of ropes specifically designed for the professional arborist. Ropes that can take all the punishment dished out in this abrasive environment and retain that critical margin of security and control.

SAMSON CLIMBING LINES

Samson has developed the most complete line of climbing ropes in the industry. Lines designed to make this critical part of the job a little easier and more secure. Braided or 3-strand twisted, Samson climbing ropes excel at the worksite. True Blue is our premium all polyester 12-strand braided climbing rope in the distinctive blue color. E-Z See Orange, with its easily identified color pattern and Braided Tree-Master share their 16-strand braided construction of polyester over polypropylene strands with a control core of preshrunk nylon. Arbor-Plex combines polyester and polyolefin fibers in a 12-strand construction. Tree Master is our 4 stage 3-strand all Dacron twisted climbing line. All are designed for maximum wear life, flexibility, abrasion resistance and knot control.

DEPENDABLE BULL ROPES

Built to take the stresses of any job, Samson's bull ropes provide the strength, load control and service life demanded by the professional arborist. Stable Braid, our 100% polyester double braid, is the ultimate bull rope for today's ratchet/ friction bollard rigging systems. Available with our Samthane coating, its strength, durability and abrasion resistance are unmatched in the industry. Arbor-Plex is a high strength, yet lightweight 12-strand bull rope combining polyester and polyolefin fibers for excellent wear and snag resistance. Pro-Master 3-strand combo bull rope is Samson's easy to handle, lightweight, high strength polyester over polyolefin fiber bull rope. For price and performance there isn't a better bull rope available.

ACCESSORY CORDS

Samson cords handle everything from throwing lines to tie downs and pruner pole cord. This all nylon braided cord is available in sizes from 2mm to 8mm and a wide variety of high visibility colors.

YOU CAN RELY ON SAMSON

When selecting rope, ask your professional arborist supplier about Samson. With over 100 years of experience you can trust your most demanding jobs to the strongest name in rope.

Available in 120' & 150' polybagged coils and 600' reels.

Samson Division
THE AMERICAN GROUP
2090 Thornton Street
Ferndale, WA 98248
Phone: (360) 384-4669
Fax: (360) 384-0572
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